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Approach:
Logic/Formal Methods-Based

AI, Computational Cognitive Science, & Computer Science ...
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Two starting papers:
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Bringsjord, S. “Logic-Based/Declarative Computational Cognitive 
Modeling” in R. Sun, ed., The Cambridge Handbook of Computational 
Psychology (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press), 127–169.

Preprint:  http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/sb_lccm_ab-toc_031607.pdf

Two starting papers:
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Bringsjord, S. (2008) “The Logicist Manifesto:  At Long Last Let Logic-
Based AI Become a Field Unto Itself” Journal of Applied Logic 6.4: 502–525.

Preprint:  http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/SB_LAI_Manifesto_091808.pdf
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Bringsjord, S. “Logic-Based/Declarative Computational Cognitive 
Modeling” in R. Sun, ed., The Cambridge Handbook of Computational 
Psychology (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press), 127–169.

Preprint:  http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/sb_lccm_ab-toc_031607.pdf

Bringsjord, S. (2008) “The Logicist Manifesto:  At Long Last Let Logic-
Based AI Become a Field Unto Itself” Journal of Applied Logic 6.4: 502–525.

Preprint:  http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/SB_LAI_Manifesto_091808.pdf

Two starting papers:

Decidedly not Bayesian, no use of probability.  And wholly astatistical.  
Uncertainty handled by strength-factor based reasoning.
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Must have machine-checked proofs, by verified proof checker.
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Betting the farm on one or two logical systems 
(e.g., FOL, propositional calculus)—or for that 
matter on a particular theory within a logical 
system (e.g. Game Theory, probability calculus).

Avoid Limitations of 
Elementary Logic-Based R&D
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Betting the farm on one or two logical systems 
(e.g., FOL, propositional calculus)—or for that 
matter on a particular theory within a logical 
system (e.g. Game Theory, probability calculus).

versus

Avoid Limitations of 
Elementary Logic-Based R&D
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Betting the farm on one or two logical systems 
(e.g., FOL, propositional calculus)—or for that 
matter on a particular theory within a logical 
system (e.g. Game Theory, probability calculus).

versus

We know humans operate in ways that range 
across an infinite number of logical systems, so we 
need a formal theory, and a corresponding set of 
processes, that captures the meta-coordination of 
myriad logical systems.

Avoid Limitations of 
Elementary Logic-Based R&D
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The Space of Logical Systems

FOL

ZF

Classical
Mathematics

Epistemic
Logics

Infinitary
Logics

Strength-Factor
Logics

Deontic
Logics

Visual
Logics

(Vivid, e.g.)

Propositional
Calculus

(Slate, e.g.)

(Socio-Cognitive 
Calculus, e.g.)

...

...

Aristotelian
Logic

Gödelian
Incompleteness

Description
Logics

...

...
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(Socio-Cognitive 
Calculus, e.g.)

...

...

Aristotelian
Logic

Gödelian
Incompleteness

Description
Logics

...

...

Background 
Logic}Inspired by Piaget’s 

five-stage view.

Simon seemed to be 
starting to face up to the 
daunting reality shortly 
before his death.
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Relevant General Warning:
Your Formalism Dictates What is Possible 

to Model and Simulate
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Relevant General Warning:
Your Formalism Dictates What is Possible 

to Model and Simulate
• Well-learned within formal logic, where e.g. we have long known, 

courtesy of many theorems, that for a fixed target T to be modeled, 
some logics will allow representation of key features in T, and some, 
no matter what, won’t.
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Relevant General Warning:
Your Formalism Dictates What is Possible 

to Model and Simulate
• Well-learned within formal logic, where e.g. we have long known, 

courtesy of many theorems, that for a fixed target T to be modeled, 
some logics will allow representation of key features in T, and some, 
no matter what, won’t.

• And this is true across the board—so if T is the deception of 
adversaries of the US, and therefore they (at the very least) believe 
that by performing certain actions the US will come to believe that 
her adversaries have certain beliefs, a formalism without provision for 
the representation and mechanization of iterated beliefs is 
inadequate.
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Relevant General Warning:
Your Formalism Dictates What is Possible 

to Model and Simulate
• Well-learned within formal logic, where e.g. we have long known, 

courtesy of many theorems, that for a fixed target T to be modeled, 
some logics will allow representation of key features in T, and some, 
no matter what, won’t.

• And this is true across the board—so if T is the deception of 
adversaries of the US, and therefore they (at the very least) believe 
that by performing certain actions the US will come to believe that 
her adversaries have certain beliefs, a formalism without provision for 
the representation and mechanization of iterated beliefs is 
inadequate.

• Modeling and simulation applied to asymmetrical/irregular conflict/
warfare, without provision in the formalism for iterated beliefs 
(including of a religious nature), argumentation, goals, fears, 
extensive knowledge, etc. is a very dangerous thing if deployed to 
the exclusion of more expressive techniques.
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On Paradoxes ...
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Typically ...

a contradiction is deduced from a fixed set of premises.
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Typically ...

a contradiction is deduced from a fixed set of premises.

E.g., the Barber (= Russell’s) Paradox ...

!FOL ¬∃x∀y(Exy ⇔ ¬Eyy)
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Typically ...

a contradiction is deduced from a fixed set of premises.

E.g., the Barber (= Russell’s) Paradox ...

!FOL ¬∃x∀y(Exy ⇔ ¬Eyy)

(At least in reasoning-and-decision-making, handling 
paradoxes sometimes taken as requirement.  E.g., Pollock 
analysis and surmounting of Paradox of the Preface w/ Oscar.)
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But sometimes ...

a contradiction is deduced from 
n distinct arguments, each with a 
different fixed set of premises.

E.g., Newcomb’s Paradox, and ... 
the Chain Store Paradox.
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So:

Φ ! φ Φ′ ! ¬φ

Φ ∪ Φ′

where

true or at least very plausible.
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The Chain Store Paradox ...
(Selten 1978)
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One Stage; Two Players

E1 CS
Enter

Stay Out

5
1

Fight

Acquiesce

0
0

2
2

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
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Two Stage; Three Players

E1 CS
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Generating the “Paradox”

Φ ! φ Φ′ ! ¬φ

Φ ∪ Φ′

where

true or at least very plausible.
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Generating the “Paradox”

Φ ! φ Φ′ ! ¬φ

Φ ∪ Φ′

where

true or at least very plausible.

“Theorem”:  If rational, all Ei must enter, and 
CS acquiesce every time they do.
Selten’s “Proof”:   Set n = 20.  If E20 chooses 
‘Enter,’ and CS ‘fight,’ then CS gets 0.  If, on the 
other hand, CS chooses ‘Aquiesce,’ CS gets 2.  
Ergo by game-theoretic rationality CS must 
choose ‘Acquiesce.’  Game theorists typically 
assume that player rationality is Common 
Knowledge, so E20 knows that CS is rational 
and will acquiesce.  Hence E20 enters because 
he receives 2 (rather than 1).  “QED”
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Generating the “Paradox”

Φ ! φ Φ′ ! ¬φ

Φ ∪ Φ′

where

true or at least very plausible.

“Theorem”:  If rational, all Ei must enter, and 
CS acquiesce every time they do.
Selten’s “Proof”:   Set n = 20.  If E20 chooses 
‘Enter,’ and CS ‘fight,’ then CS gets 0.  If, on the 
other hand, CS chooses ‘Aquiesce,’ CS gets 2.  
Ergo by game-theoretic rationality CS must 
choose ‘Acquiesce.’  Game theorists typically 
assume that player rationality is Common 
Knowledge, so E20 knows that CS is rational 
and will acquiesce.  Hence E20 enters because 
he receives 2 (rather than 1).  “QED”

“Theorem”:  A rational CS will fight time 
after time, which will cause a string of entrants 
to stay out—after which CS can acquiesce.
Selten’s “Proof”:   A story:  If the first several 
entrants are fought, others would change their 
beliefs, and change from ‘Enter’ to ‘Stay Out.‘  (If 
only 7 of the first 17 entrants stay out, CS is 
very well off:  35.)  “QED”
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The Socio-Cognitive Calculus...
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A Precursor:  WMPn ...
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Wise Men Puzzle

?
?

?
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Proved-Sound Algorithm for Generating 
Proof-Theoretic Solution to WMPn

W/ formal 
proofs that 
can be 
machine-
certified.

http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/arkoudas.bringsjord.clima.crc.pdf
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Proved-Sound Algorithm for Generating 
Proof-Theoretic Solution to WMPn

W/ formal 
proofs that 
can be 
machine-
certified.

http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/arkoudas.bringsjord.clima.crc.pdf

general
case
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“Life and Death” Wise Man Test (3)

* Again:  Object-level reasoning, reasoning that produces object-level reasoning (e.g., 
methods), and direct, “dirty,” purely computational procedures.
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Using Socio-Cognitive Calculus to 
Engineer Cognitively Robust 

Synthetic Characters and Model/
Simulate False-Belief Tests ...
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In SL, w/ real-time comm using socio-cognitive calculus.
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In SL, w/ real-time comm using socio-cognitive calculus.
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“The present account of the false belief transition is incomplete in 
important ways.  After all, our agent had only to choose the best of 
two known models. This begs an understanding of the dynamics of 
rational revision near threshold and when the space of possible 
models is far larger.  Further, a single formal model ought ultimately 
to be applicable to many false belief tasks, and to reasoning about 
mental states more generally.  Several components seem necessary 
to extend a particular theory of mind into such a framework 
theory:  a richer representation for the propositional content and 
attitudes in these tasks, extension of the implicit quantifier over 
trials to one over situations and people, and a broader view of the 
probability distributions relating mental state variables.  Each of 
these is an important direction for future research.”

“Intuitive Theories of Mind: A Rational Approach to False Belief”
Goodman et al.
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“The present account of the false belief transition is incomplete in 
important ways.  After all, our agent had only to choose the best of 
two known models. This begs an understanding of the dynamics of 
rational revision near threshold and when the space of possible 
models is far larger.  Further, a single formal model ought ultimately 
to be applicable to many false belief tasks, and to reasoning about 
mental states more generally.  Several components seem necessary 
to extend a particular theory of mind into such a framework 
theory:  a richer representation for the propositional content and 
attitudes in these tasks, extension of the implicit quantifier over 
trials to one over situations and people, and a broader view of the 
probability distributions relating mental state variables.  Each of 
these is an important direction for future research.”

“Intuitive Theories of Mind: A Rational Approach to False Belief”
Goodman et al.

Done. Done.
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Konstantine Arkoudas & Selmer Bringsjord
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Full generality 
wrt time and 
change: includes 
event calculus — 
yet fast.
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Proof methods 
for efficiency.
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Proof methods
for efficiency.
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Proof methods
for efficiency.

Arkoudas, K. & Bringsjord, S. (2008) “Toward Formalizing 
Common-Sense Psychology: An Analysis of the False-Belief 
Task'” Proceedings of the Tenth Pacific Rim International Conference 
on Artificial Intelligence (PRICAI 2008).  Lecture Notes in 
Artificial Intelligence (LNAI), No. 5351, T.-B. Ho and Z.-H. Zhou, 
eds.  (New York, NY: Springer-Verlag), pp. 17–29.  Offprint 
available at:
http://kryten.mm.rpi.edu/KA_SB_PRICAI08_AI_off.pdf
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Using Socio-Cognitive Calculus to 
Model Deception ...
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Results and Resolving the 
Paradox ...
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Stage 1

Φ ! φ Φ′ ! ¬φ

Φ ∪ Φ′

where

true or at least very plausible.
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Stage 1

Φ ! φ Φ′ ! ¬φ

Φ ∪ Φ′

where

true or at least very plausible.

Encoding of game-theoretic 
principles, plus epistemic facts 
beyond the reach of game theory 
represented—but no other real-
world belief, knowledge, goals.
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Stage 1

Φ ! φ Φ′ ! ¬φ

Φ ∪ Φ′

where

true or at least very plausible.

Encoding of game-theoretic 
principles, plus epistemic facts 
beyond the reach of game theory 
represented—but no other real-
world belief, knowledge, goals.

certified!
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E.g.,
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Stage 1I

Φ ! φ Φ′ ! ¬φ

Φ ∪ Φ′

where

true or at least very plausible.

Encoding of game-theoretic principles, 
plus epistemic facts beyond the reach of 
game theory represented—but no other 
real-world belief, knowledge, goals.  
Inductive proof in the forward direction.

certified!
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Stage 1I

Φ ! φ Φ′ ! ¬φ

Φ ∪ Φ′

where

true or at least very plausible.

Encoding of game-theoretic principles, 
plus epistemic facts beyond the reach of 
game theory represented—but no other 
real-world belief, knowledge, goals.  
Inductive proof in the forward direction.

certified!

If we include, formally, entrants who see 
at each step what goes on, and adjust 
their beliefs accordingly, and a CS that 
knows that outside entrants are 
observing and believing accordingly, 
deterrence makes sense at any given 
stage in the game.
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Stage 1I

Φ ! φ Φ′ ! ¬φ

Φ ∪ Φ′

where

true or at least very plausible.

Encoding of game-theoretic principles, 
plus epistemic facts beyond the reach of 
game theory represented—but no other 
real-world belief, knowledge, goals.  
Inductive proof in the forward direction.

certified!

If we include, formally, entrants who see 
at each step what goes on, and adjust 
their beliefs accordingly, and a CS that 
knows that outside entrants are 
observing and believing accordingly, 
deterrence makes sense at any given 
stage in the game.

certifiable!
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One Stage; “Three” Players

E2

sees

E1 CS
Enter

Stay Out

5
1

Fight

Acquiesce

0
0

2
2

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
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Game theory can be improved, and a proof 
produced—but the proof’s premises fail to 
include those that are in fact operative in the 
world of real, “cognitively robust” agents, and 
such agents are the ones that populate markets 
(in the economic and defense-relevant sense).

(Note:  While Game Theory in connection with epistemic operators has been 
discussed, GT, formally speaking, includes no formal language powerful enough to 
include such operators, in conjunction with full computational machinery for time 
and change (e.g., the event calculus, which is includes in the socio-cognitive calculus).)
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Stage III:
The Nuclear “Club”

North
Korea

USA
(+9)

Develop

Abandon
Development

5
1

Strike/Invade

Acquiesce

-2
0

-3
5

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
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The Reality:  Iran et al. Watching

North
Korea

USA
(+9)

Develop

Abandon
Development

5
1

Strike/Invade

Acquiesce

-2
0

-3
5

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

Iran

sees
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Future (desired)
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Future (desired)

• Refine the (publicly available) v1 of implemented 
socio-cognitive calculus.
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Future (desired)

• Refine the (publicly available) v1 of implemented 
socio-cognitive calculus.

• Expand the formal family of unprecedentedly 
expressive socio-cognitive logics for particular defense 
needs (theory and corresponding implementation).
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Future (desired)

• Refine the (publicly available) v1 of implemented 
socio-cognitive calculus.
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Future (desired)

• Refine the (publicly available) v1 of implemented 
socio-cognitive calculus.

• Expand the formal family of unprecedentedly 
expressive socio-cognitive logics for particular defense 
needs (theory and corresponding implementation).

• Using this family, model and simulate additional, larger 
scenarios, including asymmetrical/irregular conflict/
warfare in which agents as formalized are cognitively 
robust.

• Refine methods; invent parallel algorithms; use 
supercomputing.
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Parallelization/Supercomputing;
Computational Logic, and the Arithmetic Hierarchy

{f |f : N → N}

Turing Limit

H(n, k, u, v)
∃kH(n, k, u, v)

∀u∀v[∃kH(n, k, u, v) ↔ ∃k′H(m, k′, u, v)]Π2

Φ ! φ?Σ1

(Information Processing)

first-order provability

automatic programming

} includes all functions studied in 
complexity theory

}BHAPs
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Heretofore, Modeling Not Based on
“Cognitively Robust” Agents

A is a cognitively robust agent just in case A is an 
agent some of whose non-trivial actions are a 
function of what A knows, believes, intends, ... 
regarding not only the inanimate portion of its 
environment, but also regarding other agents, 
and in particular regarding what other agents 
believe, know, intend, ...
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A cognitive network would presumably be a dynamic network in which the nodes 
correspond to cognitively robust agents, simulated or real.  Whereas in a social 
network nodes can represent “individuals” in the complete absence of the structures 
and processes at the heart of cognition (reasoning, learning, deciding, planning, 
knowing, believing, hoping, fearing, intending, perceiving), in a cognitive network such 
things are be made formal, and computational, via an advanced, implemented logic.

no
internal structure

cognitive 
structures and 

processes made 
explicit

Cognitive Network Social Network
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